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LADS Network Solutions and A1 Delivery Service Partner to
Improve On-Time Deliveries and Reduce Fuel Cost
GPS Software allows A1 Delivery to better coordinate the pickup and delivery of
critical goods in Houston and New Orleans
St. Louis, July 28, 2009 —LADS Network Solutions, Inc, (LADSnet) a St. Louis-based
software developer of Supply Chain Management solutions designed to improve
customer service through real-time GPS and wireless data communications, has partnered
with A1 Delivery Service of Houston, Texas, a provider of same day delivery services
better known as the ‘last mile’ in the supply chain. LADSnet provide A1’s Delivery
services with software that improves both the real-time tracking of critical deliveries and
the vital communications network between A1 Delivery Service and their customers.
“We are pleased to partner with A1 Delivery as they provide pickup and delivery of
critical goods many times in less than 90 minutes,” said Daniel Huber, President of
LADS Network Solutions. “We are proud that our software capabilities can be a part of
this crucial supply chain process. We believe that together we can make a more reliable
and verifiable environment for companies that absolutely must have packages delivered
the same day or even the same hour.”
This partnership enables A1 Delivery to continuously GPS track shipments, and
accurately predict the arrival time of critical deliveries. Both of these features will help
A1 achieve their overall objective of improving their managerial control over the delivery
process while creating a more efficient and effective organization.
A1’s main concern has been the inability to have real-time visibility of drivers and
shipments. Since many of their deliveries must be completed the same day or even the
same hour, it is vital that both A1 Delivery and their customers know where the packages
are at all times and when it will arrive.
“LADSnet’ software provides us with the ability to GPS track our drivers every minute of
the day” said Craig Evans, co-owner of A1 Delivery. “The software capabilities that
LADSnet brings A1 enable us to provide for quicker response to customers urgent
delivery requirements and efficiently communication anticipated delivery times with our
customers thereby creating must happier customers.”
About LADS Network Solutions, Inc.
LADS Network Solutions, Inc. is a St. Louis-based software company providing industry
leading Supply Chain Management (SCM) solutions. By uniquely combining key

technologies, the LADSnet SCM solution elevates its customers to the highest level of
productivity and customer service while dramatically reducing operating cost. For more
information about LADS Network Solutions, Inc., visit www.LADSnet.com.
About A1 Delivery Service, Inc.
Blah, blah, blah. For more information on A1 Delivery Service visit
www.A1Delivery.com.

